
phelios. live in russia. tape / digital album. raubbau raub-047

tracklisting: 1 hibernation, 2 temple of yith, 3 mindcontrol, 4 timelord, 5 cloud sector gamma, 6 observation 
1964, 7 origin, 8 entering vortex, 9 gates of atlantis

this tape includes an mp3-download-code. release date: 16.02.2018

in 2015, phelios enchanted russia with his outstanding performance that is now released on tape including a 
download code for the digitalists. while listening, we more and more feel like cosmonauts diving deeper into the 
universe of this gifted musician, with every track being a microcosm of breathtaking beauty that we pass through 
on our journey. the foundation of these nine sparkling compositions are crystal-clear synth pads which are 
layered into sounds capes at various shades of dark ambient. combined with ritualistic drum patterns that pick 
up the pace in between droning bells, we awake from “hibernation” until we reach “atlantis” with its soft strings 
that brush away the last attachments we may have had to planet earth.

martin stürtzer, the mastermind behind the project, has truly left his fingerprint on the ambient music community. 
next to arranging concert series taking place in a church, he also pioneered in organizing his own performances 
within the wagon of a suspension railway, demonstrating his musical talent at the “schwebebahnkonzert” in 
wuppertal in 2007. in line with his ongoing commitment to creativity, phelios again invites his audience on board 
to enjoy the excellence of his work - back in st. petersburg and moscow and now on raubbau. for those who 
already fell for phelios creations, two previously unreleased tracks, „timelord“ and „cloud sector gamma“ have 
now found their way on this very record. but whether you are already familiar with phelios or not - this album 
simply is a must-have for everyone who appreciates complex ambient music on the highest level. 
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